As a microbiologist who has published work based on in-house computer code, I empathize with the laments in your News Feature (Nature 467, 775-777; 2010) . However, its emphasis on more training for scientists and students fails to consider a downstream issueretaining the talent afterwards.
From personal experience, there is a common perception that computational analysis is just a tool to enable 'real' discoveries on the bench. Hence, there is little incentive to brush up on computerrelated skills. A few graduate students from my laboratory have invested time and effort to become respectable programmers, despite their lack of a background in computer science, but they became disillusioned when they found that their hard work was considered to be of secondary importance to the science.
These talented individuals have since left for careers in finance, management and information technology, where the same programming knowhow and problem-solving skills are highly appreciated. They now enjoy shorter hours, comparable pay and greater job security than a tenure-track assistant professor.
The corollary of Nick Barnes's observation in World View that "most professional computer software isn't very good" (Nature 467, 753; 2010) is that good programmersregardless of their scientific background -are in demand everywhere. Teaching programming skills and best practices to scientists may indeed improve the quality of Computer code: incentives needed I don't expect to see major changes to scientists' habits about publishing their software without clear incentives for them to do so (Nature 467, 753; 2010) .
Given that the present value system in science is based almost exclusively on the publication of journal articles, publishing software should help scientists to publish papers. Once journals require (or at least strongly encourage) authors to submit their code as supplementary material, scientists will learn the tools and techniques necessary to get their code into a publishable state, and their employers will grant permission to publish it.
As the reproducible-research movement has also been pointing out for a while, the quality of science is then likely to improve significantly. Konrad Hinsen Centre de Biophysique Moléculaire (CNRS), France, konrad.hinsen@cnrs-orleans.fr Computer code: a model journal
As a one-time developer of codes for climate models (these days, I'm more of a user), I would like to draw your readers' attention to a peer-reviewed journal that explicitly tackles many of the issues Nick Barnes raises (Nature 467, 753; 2010 
